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the
qi
revolution:
the chinese trinity of medicine
Founder of the QI REVOLUTION $99 Conference, Jeff Primack passionately shares powerful wellness secrets using Food as Medicine, Breathing, Warrior Postures and
more. Since 2005, Jeff has taught Qigong nationwide and certified four-thousand instructors to pass on this healing wisdom.

A righteous world awaits us if we heal collective disease fast enough. Humans of
higher mind consciousness have 3 areas where disease can occur. I find knowledge
of these 3 areas useful in preventing disease in real life.
1st Body ~JING ESSENCE: No body part shows JING of a person like HAIR. It
contains the MOST PIGMENTS of any body part. Melanin and Carotenoid pigments
are responsible for coloring hair. These pigments also preserve brain cells from
oxidation. When brain requires more melanin (anti-oxidant pigment) to preserve
cells from oxidation, it literally draws “precious pigments” from hair back into the
Substantia NIGRA of the human brain. Lack of melanin is attributed to Parkinson’s
in studies and thus, preserving hair color preserves mental function! Black sesame
seed thickens/darkens hair and is confirmed to contain the actual melanin pigment
in analysis. By eating dark Jing foods, we increase our pigment intake and protect
the brain from oxidative free radicals. Jing is most directly increased by EATING
food and herbs.
2nd Body ~ QI ENERGY: Health of Qi is determined by BLOOD FLOW. When
metabolism is risen, vascularity increases and more fat is burned. As metabolic rate
increases, I believe one’s connection with nature/life source deepens. Raising Qi is
akin to boosting oxygen consumption and humming as an engine. One minute of
“9-Breath Method” gives full-body vibrations and waves of bliss better than opiates
or ecstasy. Qi breathing dramatically deepens oxygen absorption. I personally
used 9-breath Method this last Veteran’s day to perform 754 Perfect Pushups in two
hours. My secret? I am mildly insane and keep HEART RATE LOW with Qi breathing.
RED foods support Qi of the Heart. Dozens of studies show Lycopene/Capsanthin
(red) in tomato and especially peppers are superior radical neutralizers compared
against Betacarotene (orange) or Lutein (yellow). My favorite food is Homemade
RED Pepper Paste as I believe it is a master protector against cholesterol oxidation/
crystallization. Qi is most noticeably enhanced by BREATHING techniques.

3rd Body ~ SHEN Immortal Spirit: Shen health is determined by MIND acuity,
intelligence and emotional wellbeing. Taoists and Christians alike believe we
choose divine or bad thought influences and must guard spirit/mind from pathology.
Chinese Medicine’s diagnosis “Disturbed Shen” means individual is suffering from
a mental problem, which may contaminate the physical element. Watching fish or
interacting with pets can help recover Shen health by stilling our mind. Masters of
Shen excel in crisis situations and their focus is known to others. PTSD sufferers are
supported by gardens in their healing. Nature is the primary restorative of the spirit.
Shen is most directly improved by quieting mind and further by MEDITATION on
light of the pineal gland.
Reversing disease with food (Jing), exercise (Qi) and meditation (Shen) offers a
truly effective and natural healing method. You too can learn Qigong with us as
hundreds of beautiful people practice under one roof. Qi Revolution at GEORGIA
WORLD CONGRESS CENTER is only $99, making it so everyone who sincerely
wants to learn can be present. Lineup includes: Energizing Qigong, Breath
Empowerment, Yoga, Meditation,
Tui Na Massage and “Collective Qi”
from so many practicing in unison
is magical. We use music and light
to create a harmonious practice
environment. All respectful people
are welcome to attend and event is
non-denominational. Intention is
to unify and gather for Qigong for
revealing a collective higher human
potential. At this crucial time in history it is important the human body evolves to
become stronger and more fit to serve, thereby offering the highest contribution to
the unfolding of the divine plan on Earth.
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age of AQuarius

Community Kirtan Events
If you are interested in experiencing a refreshing uplift of vision and
vibration, visit on of these sacred chanting kirtans taking place in the
Metro Atlanta area. You will have a wonderful time!!!

What does it mean to be living in “the Age of Aquarius”?

April 2 - Atma Sangeet, “World Music and Dance Festival”
Berry College, 6pm.

Besides the obvious astrological meaning, it means that we are living in a
time of an incredible global shift of consciousness. As we enter the new
energies of the Aquarian age, those new energies are effecting and shifting
the way people think, feel and perceive.

April 3 - One Voice, “Healing Circle”
Unity North, 5pm

One of the biggest shifts is in the area of religion. For at least two thousand
years, Christian religion and political power have dominated the West.
Religion controlled the formation of doctrines, families, communities and
nations. It drove economy, and created social classes. While on the one
hand espousing doctrine about justice, it also promulgated injustice around
the globe as it spread its influence.

April 7 - Phil McWilliams, “Breath Work and Mantras”
First Existentialist Church, 6pm
April 9 - Blue Spirit Wheel
The Yoga Source, 6pm

In the past 50 years, we have witnessed the devolution of religion, and the
rise of spirituality. Church membership has declined, and the fastest growing
demographic in our nation is the “nones” - i.e., people who are leaving
religious organizations (churches) and are identifying as “non-religious, but
spiritual.”

April 17 - Mahadevi, “A Night of Bhakti with Mahadevi”
Bakari Yoga, The Goat Farm, 7pm
April 23 - One Voice
Heron House, 7pm

These “nones” are very open to a new type of spirituality - one that embraces
science, and welcomes skepticism. It does not build walls between belief
systems, but instead welcomes different beliefs as representative of a wider,
higher truth. A typical scenario for this type of spirituality may look like this:
daily meditation, yoga three times a week, consulting tarot cards, reading the
bible, serving at a homeless shelter, and singing kirtan.

Plus, Community Kirtan with Mahadevi, every Wednesday evening at
7:30 pm, Center for Love and Light (Atlanta)

I call this “convergence spirituality.” It is when several different streams of
belief and thought come together to expand our spiritual vision, understanding
and experience. It does not establish rigid doctrines, but encourages selfdiscovery into new areas of thought and experience.

MARCH SPECIAL: 50 ML FOR $12.50
OUR SPECIAL IS 50 ML FOR 12.99 ON WEDNESDAYS

All of this signals one of the most important aspects of the transitions from
the Piscean Age to the Aquarian Age…and that is the end of duality, and the
emergence of unity - i.e., Oneness.

Sure, you can go to a corporate
vape store, and pay outrageous prices
for no customer service.
Or you can go to a head shop and have
a teenager help you find the right vape.

At the heart of Oneness is the recognition that not only am I a part of the
Divine Mystery, but I am Divine! And so are you! There is no “god” out
there, separate and distinct from Creation. Instead, we are all gods, we are
all participants in the creation event that is our universe, and we are all one
with the Divine.

Or...you can come to Alpha Vape...
The vape store devoted to you, the
beginner or the long-time vaper.

This thought has the potential to radically transform human existence. As
we grow in our understanding of our own sacredness, the sacredness of
others, and our essential unity with every other living thing and the Collective
Consciousness of the Universe….we will change. We will expand into greater
potential as humans, we will value one another more highly, and we will seek
the healing of the planet. And, to quote one of the first Aquarians (Jesus,
the Avatar of Christ Consciousness) - “seek, and you shall find.” When we, as
collective human society, begin to seek the healing of planet…it will happen!!!

Greg Moss,

owner of Alpha Vape
(and a long-time vaper himself)

will help you find the right vaporize
for you, blend custom juices that are
perfect for your palate, and help you
personally with all of your questions.
And you absolutely will not find
better prices anywhere!

Recently, I have been participating in the practice of kirtan - which is the
devotional (bhakti) aspect of yoga. In kirtan, various mantras are sung or
chanted. It was odd to be reciting the names of Hindu deities…until I awoke
to the reality that these “deities” are just metaphors for ME! They are
aspects of my higher consciousness, and as I focus on them devotionally, my
energy changes, my vibration increases…I become the embodiment of these
aspects of higher consciousness…and I am TRANSFORMED.

RISE FROM THE ASHES

This issue of Aquarius is devoted to examining the shift
from the age of Pisces to the age of Aquarius, and
specifically how this is manifesting itself in real-time as
the shift from religion to spirituality. It is an exciting time
to be alive, to be awake, and to be living this incredible
shift. I believe…as so many do…that we are living in an
historic and important time. I am committed to living into
this amazing reality as fully as I can…and I invite you to
join me. Namaste!!!

• EVERY TUESDAY IS 2:30 TUESDAY: TWO 30ML BOTTLES FOR $20.
• EVERY THURSDAY IS 3:30 THURSDAY: 3 30ML BOTTLES FOR $30.

Open Mon.-Sat. / M-F 12-8 / Sat. 12-5. / Closed Sun.
6505 Commerce Pkwy, Woodstock, GA 30189 678.483.5969

Don Martin is the publisher of Aquarius Magazine
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Is Religion Relevant?

Discovering Meaning In
The New Spiritual Age
Wendel Matthews

Do you pray daily? You may have wanted to say yes but deep down you heard
an emphatic “No”. If you feel like you just got caught, don’t worry, you’re not
alone. As a matter of fact, daily prayer seems to be happening less with each
generation. A religious person is often defined as someone who does one or
more of the following: believe in God, pray daily and attend church or religious
services. Recent trends show that religious people may be a dying breed. A Pew
research study published in November 2015 revealed that the percentage of
people who claim no religious affiliation has increased from 16% to 23% since
2007. We frequently refer to these folks as the “nones”. At face value, these
numbers may not seem like much however, a closer look shows a more dramatic
dynamic. The number of people leaving religion has increased by an average
of 1 percent per year since 2007. Based on a U.S. population of approximately
300 million, the study implies an average of 3 million people left the church
each year since 2007. This startling reality begs the question: Is religion losing
its relevance?
Many devout religious people believe the removal of God from our schools
and our homes suggest our denouncement of religion has led to the increase
in violence, suicides and mass killings we regularly witness through the media.

When it comes to the question of religion losing its relevance, the reality is
religion has played an integral role in the elevation of collective consciousness.
For example, the passion behind same-sex marriage would not be as intense
if it were not for its condemnation at the hands of antiquated religious ideals.
Intensity promotes transformation. Whether it is through the rejection of a
religion or the acceptance of its highest tenets, encounters with religion inspire
us to ask ourselves the crucial questions that ultimately lead to self-knowledge.
That’s primarily why 77% of the population is still very religious. Once we consider
the numbers and the ramifications of a political process that operates under an
illusory separation between church and state, one can argue that religion has
lost no relevance whatsoever.

However, for many, choosing not to believe in God is often a conscious attempt to
intentionally disassociate from a group’s religious practices or denounce popular
notions of the source of all energy. Along our journey towards Truth, many find
they no longer believe in the version(s) of God depicted in any of the dominant

As irony we would have it, we are currently witnessing religious political
leaders use violent bullying tactics to corral votes and crush their opponents
in pursuit of the most powerful leadership position in the world. The verbal
abuse is more bold and brazen than ever before. The colorful lies are blatantly
delivered with pride and free of any potential for apology because we don’t
need one. We expect politicians to lie. Nonetheless, many supporters blindly
follow controversial candidates because they maintain the same religious beliefs
and values.
The reality is religion is arguably just as powerful as money and politics when
it comes to influencing human behavior. Why? Because just like money and
politics, religion influences our beliefs and our beliefs determine our practices.
The “nones” courageously operate with the understanding that you can choose
your beliefs. While this is liberating and leads to organic self-discovery, it does
not make the individual exempt from the influence of religion in today’s society.
We cannot escape the relevance of religion. Given the unquestionably influential
nature of organized religion, instead of radicalizing against it, we must find
common ground upon which “nones”, Christians, Jews, Muslims and all other
Faiths can unify. In order to achieve this feat, we must succeed in identifying the
symbolic meaning of our religious differences. Often these differences teach us
about the power of Peace, Compassion, and Faith. A Jew and a Muslim who
choose to marry one another amidst centuries of religious tensions showcase
true Faith. Faith is not experienced by choosing to believe thoughts provided
to you by others rather, it is found by making a commitment to the truth heard
within. For it is through our deep connection to self that we are able to establish
healthy lasting connections with others.

religious texts. Through their search, they find that many characterizations of
God and religious practices do not resonate with their intuition. Alienated by
their own awareness the budding “nones” begin to explore alternative ways of
thinking and participate in new practices.

The numbers suggest religion is here to stay. 77% of Americans believe religion is
where divinity, love, connection, acceptance and unity are found. The other 23%
reject religion to find the same things. If there is anything we can learn from all
religions, it’s that all paths lead to one. Let’s commit to the new, compassionate
America.

This organic process of self-discovery through disconnection from religion has
become a common experience throughout the American populace and most
prominent within the millennial generation
On one hand, this movement has cultivated a shift towards compassion within
one sector of the population, as evidenced by public outrage towards police
brutality and the LGBT marriage movement. On the other hand, it has also led to
an increase in open expressions of hatred from another sector of the population.
This phenomenon is apparent through the resurgence of the KKK and the divisive
activity surrounding Trump rallies. As a civilization, we seem to be torn between
two versions of America; an older version less unified and less committed to
improving the quality of life for all citizens and a new compassionate America
accepting of all differences.

Peace let it be.
http://www.pewforum.org/2015/11/03/u-s-public-becoming-less-religious/
Wendel Matthews, Author of the new book Lessons of an Ignored Child is an
Inspirer, Public Speaker, Success Coach, and Poet. Wendel promotes optimal
living through self-understanding and spiritual consciousness. He believes a
change of heart can change the world. To order your copy of Lessons of an
Ignored Child visit www.WendelMatthews.com.
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Needn’t A Title...
My big brother and I were taught that we should do the right things because
they were morally correct, not because a religion demanded we do so. As a
result, I grew up with what I deemed an agnostic viewpoint on god(s). This
belief later evolved into one of atheism, completing my pendulum swing from
a naive and unquestioning child to a suspicious and un-trusting adult.

My experience on the agnostic side of the fence showed me that divine
definitions tended to cause tension. They even caused wars. I saw that the
dangerous actions of a handful of extremists with a certain affiliation could
cause millions of people to apply sweeping generalizations toward all others
with the same affiliation.
One of my best friends in high school was Muslim. His family cooked delicious
Lebanese food and did some intriguing fasting thing once per year where
they didn’t eat from sun up to sun down for roughly a month. Aside from that
and their naturally tanned skin, they were just like my family. Yet, when this
friend worked at a restaurant in Marietta, Georgia, elderly ladies would call
him a “handsome terrorist.” Instead of tips, he’d often be left with Have You
Found Jesus? cards. This was appalling to me.
An ex-boyfriend of mine nearly died of Crohn’s disease as a child because
his highly religious mother believed his stomach issues were due to his poor
church attendance. The damage done to that child’s digestive system and
psyche were still in full effect, two decades later. Would her god not have
been forgiving if she had stayed home to tend to her son, who was bleeding
from both ends?
Due to these and other uninviting encounters with supposed holy people,
I found myself looking down on them. If these people’s view of god was
correct, then I wanted nothing to do with it. I called them closed-minded.
Clueless. Brain-washed.
Meanwhile… What did that make me? I did not have a belief system built
through personal discoveries. I had no belief system at all. My distaste
toward organized religion was a result of having viewed select emotionallyheightened situations containing extreme and opinionated people, and was
no making of my own. I, too, was making sweeping generalizations about
something foreign to me.

Jennifer
Butler
As I read the rest of the conversation, I was flooded with
information that was consciously foreign but familiar on
a deeper level. This supposed archangel explained soul
families, why I’d chosen my parents for this incarnation,
and told me what my soul purpose was. I was instructed
to stop numbing with drugs and alcohol. I was told to
write.
A week later, I had my last drink of alcohol. It was a swig of Grey Goose
directly out of the bottle and occurred at 9:30 AM on April 5th, 2014.
Since that date, my life has completely transformed. I now pray first thing in
the morning and last thing at night. I meditate daily. I regularly communicate
with archangels, angels, and nature. I channel a group of high-vibrational
spirit guides called The Rebels, and my primary source of income is through
animal communication.
I know there is a power greater than me because there is NO way I could have
come up with this plot twist. Two years ago, I was a high-strung, left-brained
workaholic and addict who thought spiritual people just didn’t get it. Now
I’m a heart-centered animal communicator who knows that high-strung, leftbrained workaholics just don’t get it.
Talk about a paradigm shift
.
One of the many definitions of religion is “an interest, a belief, or an activity
that is very important to a person or group.” In that case, kindness is my
religion. Love is my religion. Forgiveness is my religion. Being the best human
I can be in service to others is my religion. But I needn’t wear it on my sleeve.
Even though I believe in a power greater than me, I needn’t a title to define
my relationship to this higher power. The moment I apply words to it, I limit
its boundlessness.

On the afternoon of March 29th, 2014, the sound of a lullaby and a little kid’s
voice awakened me from a nap. I lived alone in a 575 square foot apartment
and was surrounded by other single people in their tiny apartments. Hearing
anything related to children was far from normal. Yet, this eerily comforting
lullaby was coming from my room.
As I let my eyes adjust to the waking world, I saw a figure sitting on top of my
dresser. It was see-through and had wavy edges, like a mirage. This figure was
a child. Suddenly, the mirage-child darted out of my bedroom. After a rapid
allowance of inner turmoil, I followed it.
I walked into the living room, squinting to get a glimpse of the mirage waves
again. I heard a loud BOOIIING noise behind me from across the room. I
sprung around to see my computer monitor lighting up from its normal state
of darkness.
“Do… You want me to write?” I asked aloud. An 8½ x 11” sheet of paper fell
from its home on the wall above my desk as if it had been batted down. It
was one of the motivational pieces I kept up in an effort to convince myself
to write.
I took this as a yes.
I began writing.
I quickly fell into what I now know as a trance state. I wobbled back and forth
as I typed nonstop for 27 pages. I felt as though the words were coming
through me rather than from me. When I went back through and read what
I’d typed, I was shocked. The pages consisted of a back and forth dialogue
between me and a being who referred to itself as Archangel Michael. Prior
to this point, I in no way believed in angels, nor did I know (or care) what an
archangel was.
Jen is an intuitive communicator whose soul mission is to help bridge
the communication gap between species, generations, and aspects of
our individual selves. She picks up litter, wears mis-matched socks, and
spends her free time talking to animals and nature.
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dharma
talk

w/Ian Boccio

om
vakratunda mahaakaaya
soorya koti samaprabha
neervighnam kuru me deva
sarva kaaryeshu sarvadaa

bhakti
a life of devotion

bhakti
yoga

w/Mahadevi Hari Bhavan Kaur

Ong Namo, Gururdev Namo
“I honor and bow to the divine teacher within myself, I bow to and honor the divine
teacher within every creature, experience and person.”
I first connected with this mantra 5 years ago in my apartment listening to Kundalini
chants on You Tube. It was a live version by Snatam Kaur. But she started with heart
felt words in song “The rain is pouring down, like all the souls you send here, Coming
to the earth, to find healing. Mother Earth takes in the rain, like your heart takes in my
voice. Let us free each other, with our prayer, with our voice.” I’m in tears even now
just typing this. And then she chanted the mantra. To hear all of the voices together
holding this sweet intention was a profound moment for me. And this mantra entered
my heart forever.

om
may the divine Ganapati,
with his curving trunk and great belly,
who shines with the light of a million suns,
let all of my works be free of obstacles always.
It seems appropriate to begin this first column in the Dharma Talk series with an homage to Ganapati, the Remover of Obstacles, Lord of Beginnings, and Manifestation
of Wisdom, who has been such an important part of my own path towards expanded
consciousness. The tradition that comes to us from India says that connecting to the
energy of Ganapati (or Ganesha as he is also commonly named) at the start of any
endeavor creates an auspicious vibration that will help lead to a successful result.
This applies not only to spiritual activities, such as meditation or ritual, but also to any
sort of mundane activities, like a job interview or taking a long trip by car. As we go
about our daily lives, we tend to pick up negative, discordant energy vibrations from
the world around us, and this negative energy tends to stick with us, obscuring our
perceptions and coloring our thoughts and emotions. As the Remover of Obstacles,
Ganapati’s energy vibration breaks up and dissolves these unhelpful energy remnants, allowing us to live in a more positive and harmonious manner. When we are in
this place of harmony within ourselves, we are able to make wiser choices that benefit
our own lives and the lives of everyone around us.

Ong: Divine energy incarnate. Namo: I bow, I honor, I respect, I surrender to.
Gurudev: Gu, means darkness Ru , is light. So the Guru is any energy in the universe
which takes you from darkness, ignorance , to light, the truth, knowledge and wisdom.
Dev: Divine. Gurudev : Divine teacher.
First, in order to fully embody this mantra’s vibrations and intention, you have to love
and honor yourself as a divine teacher. And many people just don’t think that highly
of themselves. I know for me it was about finding respect for myself and the knowledge I do have, and seeing it as worthy of sharing with others. The second part takes
the awareness and acceptance that every situation in your life is there to teach you
something. Every person who rubs you the wrong way is your Guru. Then learning to
respect all theses challenges in life as divine.
The Adi Mantra is one of those mantras that you hear all the time. Every Kundalini
class opens or “tunes in” with this mantra, almost every “new age” kirtan artist has a
version of it and for me it has just blended away in to the sea of Nad ( sacred sound)
in my life. That is, until my wife and I attended White Tantric Yoga in Knoxville TN this
past year. One of our 31min mediations was with this mantra , but in in a very different
cadence that one normally hears it. First of all it was a tape recording from the 70’s
with a very folk sound. But the cadence really allowed time
to feel into each aspect of the mantra.

Ganapati is one of the most beloved and popular deities in India today and many
Indian homes have a shrine for focusing their connection to him. My own home has
no less than four shrines to the Remover of Obstacles, including a tiny one over the
lintel of the front door so everyone who passes through receives a blessing. Most of us
have encountered Ganapati’s image at some point. He
typically appears as a man with an elephant’s head and
one tusk (the other being broken off), and a big round
belly. His skin is a red color and he is accompanied by his
friend and devotee, the mouse named Mooshika. The
imagery used to depict Ganapati and the other deities
is never random, each detail is filled with symbolic value.
The elephant’s head indicates his great strength and
ability to break through any obstacle, while the mouse
shows his ability to slip through cracks and get around
obstacles that seem impenetrable. Ganapati’s single
tusk is a symbol of his one-pointed concentration, while
the broken tusk shows that he was not born with that
ability, but acquired it through devoted practice. His big
belly is said to contain all of the universe, while the red
color of his skin means that he lives in the root chakra at
the base of the spine of every sentient being.

As I was practicing this mantra 11mins a day for the next
40 days, as instructed homework after White Tantra, I
found a whole new appreciation and formed a real relationship with it’s energy.
Chanting Ong is like striking the ‘bell’ of my soul, activating the divine teacher within myself and feeling this
energy ripple out in all directions into the universe. Then
feeling myself bow and feel gratitude for this energy.
While chanting Gururdev I felt the enlightening energy’s
outside of myself being received by my spirit and then
bowing in gratitude for all theses teachings. Along with
the rhythmic breathing that happene it is quite a profound
Sadhna (Sacred Practice).
The gifts I have received from this Mantra are still unfolding. When I lose my sense of self or when I am struggling
to understand a challenge in my life I chant this mantra. I allow the grace of divine
Guru to flow from me and to me. Feeding my soul and reconnecting to my True Self,
Sat Nam.

Like all the deities in yoga, Ganapati is an aspect of that
Infinite Consciousness which is the true nature of existence. So, rather than seeing him as a separate entity, know that Ganapati is inside of
you, existing as a manifestation of your own higher consciousness which transcends
earthly limitations. When we work with Ganapati he does not demand worship or
obedience from us, although he will accept these things if that is what we need for
ourselves. His only concern is that we learn to cast off the bonds of our finite, separate consciousness and return to our Infinite Self.

Kirtan is a practice of Bhakti (devotional) Yoga, where we come together to
chant, sing and vibrate the sounds of our soul, to be supported in our growth
by our community, to be inspired by our Brothers and Sisters, to learn new tools
for our journey.

Connecting to the higher consciousness of Ganapati is a simple and easy practice
that anyone can do by chanting his Sanskrit root mantra: om gam ganapataye namaha (pronounced “ohm guhm guh-nuh-puh-tie-yay nuh-muh-haa”). The seed sound
“om” is the ground of existence, the vibration of Infinite Consciousness itself. The
seed sound “gam” is the essence of Ganapati’s frequency of energy vibration within
the field of Infinite Consciousness. The words “ganapataye namaha” can be translated as “to Ganapati, I ask for your help in completing my intention”. This mantra
should be repeated at least 108 times to create a shift in your energy.

Join me every Wednesday night at The Center for Love and Light (1145 Zonolite
Rd., #10, Atlanta, 30306) for Community Kirtan (great for beginners!) and the last
Sunday of each month at Bakari Yoga, at the Goat Farm for ‘A Night of Bhakti with
Mahadevi” - this month April 17th at 7pm - as we dive into this beautiful gift of
Mantra.

Let the obstacles be removed! Jaya Ganesha!

Mahadevi is the director of Swaha
Productions, Atlanta’s premiere
resource for music events in the
kirtan and yoga community.

Ian Boccio has been serving as a channel for the energy of group mantra chanting
events since 2005. He is a chant leader and composer for the kirtan ensemble Blue
Spirit Wheel, and Director of the ChantLanta Sacred Music Festival.
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The Being

Cassandra
Worthy

For several months now I’ve been indulging in a journey of spirit, walking a
path into the Infinite under self-discovery filled skies. For those of you who
follow me at thehappinesswriter.com you have come to know the books, talks,
seminars, and random ponderings I’ve experienced throughout this journey.
Well, I came across a very interesting parallel recently and want to share it with
you.

The Practice
		

I attend the Spiritual Living Center of Atlanta (SLCA) whose teachings are
grounded in Ernest Holmes’s Science of Mind philosophies. I also attend the
Drepung Loseling Monastery for Sunday morning meditation following first
service at SLCA. Yes, my Sunday mornings are a ridiculous delight.

The Result
It all comes back to me. The more compliments and
		
kindnesses I pay, the more I get. True story. I’ve seen this
		
truth manifest countless numbers of times over the past
		several weeks.

On a recent Sunday there was a striking parallel within the messages of Rev
David Ault at SLCA and Buddhist Monk Geshe Ngawang Phende. David
taught the importance of moving past the ‘learning phase’ into practice of the
teachings. He stressed the importance of moving past gaining the knowledge
of these philosophies on a purely academic level into living them. The monk
taught that the Monastery was a ‘training ground’ and that out there was the
war. He expressed hope that we would all return the following week being able
to proclaim victory.

What will your belief/practice/result chart look like at the end of this
month?

		
		

The parallel was…it’s about the work. The richness of it all is in the work. OK,
many, like myself have a slight aversion to the word ‘work’ because it oftentimes
bathes in the same filthy tub with ‘obligation’.
So I’ll choose a different term to make both you and myself feel a bit more
relaxed about this: being. It’s about the being. Whatever you believe…
whatever science, spirituality, or religion speaks truest to your heart…BE it.
LIVE it. That’s it. It’s that simple. And the more you practice, the more the
richness manifests.
I’ll share a personal example:
The Belief
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We are all connected. We are all part of one Divine 		
Source, Energy, Love, God, Jehovah, etc. That Energy is
Infinite and seeks to expand and know itself.

www.AQ-atl.com
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I meditate weekly to continually come to know the 		
peaceful Infinite within. In my everyday dealings, I 		
strive to honor Oneness. When I see the kindness of a 		
stranger, I recognize it as Divine. I strive to pay kindness
to others void of judgement, recognizing the Divine light
inside of them being the same as my own.

I’m Cassandra Worthy...the Happiness
Writer. My skin is brown. I identify as African
American. I’m gay. I’m female. I’m human. I
love. I recognize and celebrate the diversity
of humankind. Will you join me...in pouring
honey? Visit my website:
www.thehappinesswriter.com

STILLBy Phoenix Lea
POINT

Under the Bodhi Tree
By Awilda Rivera

There are hundreds of books available about Yoga. Some of these
books address the How of yoga, explaining to you the mechanics
of poses, transitional movement and basic anatomy. There are also
books that the attempt to explain the why. Ancient philosophies
about man, spirit and our abilities to transcend suffering are at the foundation of the
Why of Yoga. These ancient practices & philosophies were first recorded in approximately 3000 BCE – 1500 years before the first recorded Bible Stories from the times
of Moses. Now 5016 years later people are still looking to these texts as a tool for
self-discovery, personal growth and internal reflection. The question becomes, of the
Ancient Sacred Texts on Yoga which one is the most accessible to anyone looking to
explore the ancient origins Yoga philosophy? The answer is undoubtedly, Pantajali’s
Yoga Sutras.

Hello Dear Readers...

Greetings from the Uber front. Which is actually highway 400. As a new
resident of Roswell, Ga. may I tell you how much I am enjoying living and
working here. I’m originally from the Panhandle of Florida and we do not
experience the changing of the seasons the way we do here. As one “rider”
said “everything is bursting at the bud to bloom “ - and I agree absolutely.

Pantajali’s Yoga Sutras has been the most translated text on Yoga since the medieval
times. The Sutras are comprised of 196 aphorisms that endeavor to help one understand the Why of Yoga. Broken up into 4 chapters, each chapter is said to address
the four archetypal yoga students, on four distinct paths to Enlightenment.

However the bloom that I imagine we are all beginning to feel is our expansion.
As light workers and magnets of peace, we can rest in knowing we have made
it through a great shift in remembering who we have truly come here to be.
Most of us have left relationships or tribes or jobs and cities to be in the exact
location of Atlanta to become fully present to this now of peace, wealth and
health to our communities. I’m out there driving about two hundred miles a
day and I see a fair share of our surrounding towns and villages. On any given
night I can have riders from many other countries to kids from a local high
school in my car, and they talk.

The First Chapter describes the path of the Humble Student, the one who wishes
to be absorbed in Spirit through Devotion. Here, the focus is on how one who is
interested in achieving Enlightenment through surrender to the inner Lord of all. In
essence, chapter one provides (1) insight on the obstacles to self-knowledge (i.e.
separating your identity from your thoughts), (2) developing the ability to concentrate, and (3) the method to know the Divine Energy which envelopes all things. One
of the most valuable sutra’s in this chapter speaks to behavior we should implement
to promote our enlightenment. Sutra I, 33 states, “By cultivating attitudes of friendliness towards happiness, compassion towards suffering, delight toward virtue, and
equanimity toward vice, thoughts become purified, and obstacles to self-knowledge
are lessened.” This sutra’s guidance is invaluable; simply put it asks one to be open
to happiness, utilize compassion, rejoice in people’s good will and refrain from judgment of others. The Sutra further indicates that if you are able to hold these general
attitudes you will be more able to connect with and know yourself because your mind
will not be clouded by judgment, negativity, or anger. Makes sense, right?

Our Still Point for this month comes to us from a rider that I had the honor of
transporting here and there for about an hour in Decatur. It has been too many
weeks now and her name has gone out of my head but I wanted you to know
her story. She was in Recovery. Her career as a painter of houses seemed to
satisfy her. She was thin and rugged; we began to converse driving to pick up
some tools at another location. Yet as she talked she took her hair down and
it was thick and wild and hidden under her cap. It revealed a carefree spirit in
lovely contrast to the experience her smile lines were telling. She talked about
Decatur and the school systems because she and hèr partner were raising
children together. She also talked about the safety in the community and
then she made this statement, “no one can feel 100% safe”. As we arrived at
her destination, I gave her a copy of AQ and said goodbye. Her words were
ringing in my head and I did not want to accept them. We are safe. I began
to repeat - We are safe because we hold the space for safety in our hearts
and minds. It is the emotional body that due to ego’s duality has a hard time
holding still to receive this vibration of restoration. Hold that Still Point for
yourself and those you love and trust the laws of your heart. Atlanta is safe.
We hold the light for the world to be safe also. We got this! Namaste

The Second Chapter speaks to the Seeking Student, the one who wishes to achieve
Enlightenment but is plagued with impurities that must be removed. Here Pantajali
focuses on the practices one can implement that will help to purify the spirit. He
introduces two central concepts in Yoga Philosophy: 8 Fold Path of Yoga & Kriya
Yoga, both of which are avenues to purification of the spirit. In the Modern era, many
of us fall into this category of Student. The Sutras in this chapter resonate with me a
great deal. I was hard pressed to choose just one sutra that captures this chapter;
however as I read it over one jumped out. Sutra II, 44 states “From self-study comes
communion with ones chosen personal deity.” The message here is an important
one, regardless of your religious affinity. We are all divine. Many spend years seeking means outside of themselves for an opportunity to connect with a higher power.
However, Pantajali counsels us that it is through looking within, examining our own
divinity and learning about ourselves, that we will truly gain a direct connection with
a higher power, a divine energy, called by whatever name we chose.

I Am Phoenix Lea
A Clear and Perfect Channel

The Third Chapter discusses the Alchemically Transformed Student, one who has
mastered the physical body & diligently nurtured her ability to concentrate. For
this type of student there is a discovery of new supernatural abilities that begin to
unveil the full capabilities of the mind and consciousness. The central tenant here
is Samayama, which is the combined simultaneous practice of Dhārana (concentration), Dhyāna (meditation) & Samādhi (union). Samyama is a means through which to
receive deeper knowledge on the qualities of an object, circumstance or perception.
Sutra III,24 reveals that “By the practice of Samyama and on friendliness and other
virtues, one gains their full power.” Thus through meditation, concentration and
union of thoughts on those qualities one finds desirable one can not only integrate
those qualities into their behavior, but could also unlock their full power. This ancient
wisdom pairs well with the modern adage, “you become what you focus on,” so
focus on positive, spiritually uplifting things that will encourage your Enlightenment.
The final Chapter of the Yoga Sutras speaks to the most advanced student, one
who is in her final phase of preparation for Enlightenment. It is made clear here
the ultimate goal of Yoga is integrating yourself as a spiritual and physical being
through freedom from all limitations and attachments. It is “solely from the sense of
individuality [that] mental fabrications [are] produced” Sutra IV, 4. Therefore the final
obstacle to Enlightenment is one’s attachment to her individual beliefs and perceptions. Since our perceptions are colored by desires and residual impressions, it is
through release of the need for others to see it ‘my way’ that one can be truly free
and reach Enlightenment.
Its my hope that this brief discussion of the Sutra’s has given you a window into
the Why of Yoga and the Ancient Philosophies at its foundation. Until next month,
Namaste!

Suggested Translations:
- Yoga Sutras of Pantajali as interpreted by Makunda Stiles
- Yoga Sutras of Pantajali: The Meaning of Yoga Sutras Pantajali/Charles Jonston
Awilda Rivera, is a Certified Emotional Intelligence Coach, Certified Success Coach, Yogi & Spiritual
Advisor. Her mission is to use her gifts to help others maximize their potential and manifest their
dreams. Visit www.AwildaRivera.com to learn more and schedule your appointment.
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horoscope
Aries
March 20-April 19
Ariel Rose is an Atlanta area Astrologer and Intuitive.
She also offers Tarot and Sound Therapy.
404-256-4477/arielroseastrology@hotmail.com

q

Aries - March 21-April 19

u

Libra - Sept. 23-Oct. 22

w

Taurus - April 20-May 20

i

Scorpio - Oct. 23-Nov. 22

e

Gemini - May 21-June 21

o

Sagittarius - Nov. 23-Dec. 21

p

Capricorn - Dec. 22-Jan. 19

[

Aquarius - Jan. 20-Feb. 18

]

Pisces - Feb. 19-March 20

Happy Birthday Aries! Your personal energy will be bright,
electric and moving at the speed of light. Communications
are flowing easily and you won’t mince words about what
you want and feel. You will also be extra appealing to friends
and love interests, so being out and about is favored. Your
star is shining so bright, it could arouse jealousy or power
struggles from others, especially at work. Hang in there
and don’t let them get you down!
This could be an emotional and sensitive month as you
process, work through and put to rest any negativity that
has built up over the last 11 months. Make sure you take
time for yourself to relax and regenerate. If you have the
option to work from home or alone, you will feel much
better and accomplish more. Remember that you are
clearing all the decks for your upcoming Solar Return when
your personal energy will renew.
It’s time to work your people skills and connect with large
groups. You’ll need to use a bit of professional diplomacy
with friends and loved ones to avoid frustrating arguments
or being at cross purposes. If you can channel your spirit
into some charitable or humanitarian efforts, you can
definitely go far. Get all your ducks in a row now so you’ll
experience less frustration when Mercury goes retrograde
on the 28th.

r

Cancer - June 22-July 21

Career and public image will be highlighted this month
and people will be paying attention to you. This is mostly a
positive thing, but the challenging energy that Aries throws
your way could leave you feeling stressed and pushed
before you’re ready to jump forward. Work to go with the
flow if possible because you could soar to greater heights
by moving past your comfort zone. Travel or a short trip
could provide some needed relaxation and quite time.

t

Leo - July 23-August 22

The fire of dynamic Aries suits you well Leo and all systems
are basically ‘go’! You’ll be up for adventures and travel,
either alone or with a group. Time to pursue your own
dreams and ideals will be important to you and you can
make some great personal discoveries about yourself. If
you are currently working on a creative project, you’ll have
extra drive and motivation to complete it to perfection.
Review your finances so you’ll be clear before the end of
the month.

y

Virgo - August 23-Sept. 22

Transformations and healing are highly possible this month
- both physically and emotionally. Deep feelings and
sensations rise to the surface. If they are painful, it’s the sign
that something needs change and nurturing. Protect your
head if you are biking or doing any physical exercise and
likewise shield your mind from too much negative thought
or excessive worry. A trusted counselor or friend who you
can totally be yourself around is a great benefit now.
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It’s rock n’ roll time in your house of romance! You will
be extra flirty, charismatic and charming. An electric
relationship could heat up super fast now, but be careful! If
you move too quick, it could fizzle out just as fast and leave
you a little burnt. If love comes your way, take it smooth
and easy to weigh it’s long-term potential. Mentally, you
want to accomplish something serious and meaningful. Try
writing down your ideas with crystal clear truth
Personal health, habits and routines are at the heart
of your month, Scorpio. It’s a great time to get needed
physical check-ups and attend to diet, exercise and the
routines that keep you feeling your best. If you’re under
too much stress, make it a point to change or alter the
causes. Having some counseling, being relaxed in nature
or doing a creative project just for fun are all very healing.
You’re feeling a little adventurous in your finances, but
avoid taking any major risks at this time. Be at harmony
with stillness and take time to ‘do nothing’!
You’ve been through some tough times recently, dear Sag
and I know it hasn’t been easy! However, this month has
you feeling lighter and more optimistic than you have in
awhile. Your physical energy can improve greatly now and
give you the ‘oomph’ you need to tackle the obstacles
that have been dogging you. The arts could be calling
your name whether you are in a creative field or not. Take
in some concerts, see good movies or theater, make
something with your hands. Remember having fun? Do
some of that now!
The impulsive nature of Aries generally flies in the face of
the typical practical Goat. It’s hard to keep those hooves
on the solid ground, while those rams rush about! You will
likely feel some pressure in the realm of home and family. If
you can’t quite harmonize with your loved ones, it’s a good
time for getting out of the house and doing your own
thing! Another cure is to revitalize your home environment
with a little updating or a whole new makeover to give
yourself the comfort and stability you thrive on.
Your thoughts are moving faster than you can articulate
them right now, but that won’t keep you from trying! Your
mind is super energized and you won’t want to hold back
on promoting the truth and your universal ideals. Put some
of that revolutionary zest to good use and join a cause,
help those in need or reach out to a new community of
charitable advocates. If you have lately felt stagnant or out
of the loop, this month will help re-energize you!
This month holds plenty of fire and aggression due to the
influence of Aries. This can sometimes be great for you in getting
motivated and energized. It can also be a little exhausting
because all that fire can dry up your water! Do take some restful
breaks in between the action and time to physically swim or soak
in a sea salt bath are likewise recommended. Watch your money
matters and don’t spend too impulsively - make sure to only buy
what is worthwhile and lasting.
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Welcome fellow

Stargazers!

All Roads Lead To Chiron/ True Love In Chinese Magi Astrology

By
Cathy H.
Burroughs

A Fascinating and Little Known Approach For Finding Your Soul Mate and Determining If Love Will Last

Not much is known about this extraordinary system by Western Astrologers
primarily because the Magi Society, which originated in China in 1625 with a small
group of Shao Link monks, was originally begun as a secret society. It was only in
the mid 1990’s that the Society came onto the radar with the publication of the
first of its three seminal books. Now individuals have the opportunity to receive
the Magi software when they join the Society, making the system more accessible.
Members may participate in a rigorous certification program if they wish, and new
research is being posted regularly on the web at www.magisociety.com.

indeed, the Magi site is a virtual shrine to celebrity marriages signed, sealed and
delivered by the compassionate centaur.
While there are some congruencies with Western Astrology, due to the Magi belief
in the unreliability of birth times, there is no emphasis in this elegant and innovative
system on the ascendant, sign or house systems. The entire system is based on a
four dimensional model using the horizontal and vertical planes of both the Geo
(our default earth centered natal chart) and Helio-centric (the sun centered chart
that shows our bare bones essence according to Western astrology) charts.

The benchmark of Magi Astrology is their effort to discover statistically provable
theories of astrology within their respective system. According to the Society,
many of their techniques have held up, after rigorous scrutiny of 10,000 charts,
and in some cases, more than 100,000 charts.

With Chiron at the epicenter of the Magi universe, Magi astrology forms an
elaborate system based on beneficial linkages and enhancements, two of which
– the Romantic Super Linkage or RSL and the Cinderella Linkage – will be key
ingredients in our recipe for love.

The Magis have created an extremely compelling astrological system which
has produced some rather breath-taking results in both the arenas of love and
finance worthy of Western Astrologer’s consideration. In this article, we focus very
specifically on two techniques that point to the soul mate connection, as well
as demonstrating the proclivity for marriage (or commitment) and the means of
determining whether that marriage will be lasting and successful.

The Love and Astrology series will continue in the next issues of Aquarius
Magazine.

Monday
Tue - Thur
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

New Age Emporium

Chiron: The Re-Invention Tour

770-516-6969

In Magi Astrology, Chiron has been re-invented and given a massive promotion
in status from Wounded Healer to Rock Star. All roads lead to Chiron in love (and
also, by the way, in financial success).

Closed
10 - 6:30
10 - 8:00
10 - 6.30
12 - 6:00

All new books 20% off
cover price, every day!

7830 Highway 92 • Woodstock, GA 30189

In every instance, Chiron is the key for unlocking the door to love’s mysteries and
the arrow that points to your soul mate.
As an explanation why Chiron has been re-framed as a virtual Love God, there is
the documentary evidence of 100,000 chart examples statistically researched, and
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tues

weds

** Note: Times are for time zone 5 hours West. DST is observed.

thurs

1

ARIES
3

s | [

The beat of a different
drum is loud and clear.

Moon Void
7:16p
11:59p

4

s | [

Wistful day as Venus
leaves her treasured
land of Pisces and
s nj dreams of better days
s nk to come.
s nd

10

s | w

Moon slips into Gemini
giving a great day to chat
with friends.

17

Moon Void
12:00p
2:10a

11

s | e

Super busy Monday;
focus your mind and
se multi-task takes over.

snf
sxg
s cl

18

s | y

s | y

Mars retrograde in
Pluto retrograde, go
g\ deep within and retrieve
Sagittarius, some dreams
db; your inner treasures.
come to a stall.
scg
sxl
szh

24

s | i

Visualization is powerful
for working on ﬁnancial
freedom.

Moon Void
12:00a
8:46a

so

25

Moon Void
12:00a
1:45a

s | ]

About face with Venus
moving into Aries and
Mars into Taurus; just
s] when you take care of
scg one thing, several others
szl long for attention.

Moon Void
2:57p
11:59p

12

s | e

Emotions rise to the
surface over obstacles
s ch that feel unfair.
sxj
s nk
sna

Moon Void
8:29a
11:59a

19

s | y

Sun moves into Taurus;

;\ a little decadence can
s cj go a long way.
sb;
sbd
fbj

26

s | o

Put on your conﬁdence
and "can-do" clothes
today.

5

szg
s cl
s ch
szj

s | o

A gambling type of day;
hedge your bets.

fri

s | p

April Fools Day promises
to deliver electronic
jokes.

Moon Void
6:33a
11:59a

6

s | ]

Sun square Pluto
challenges bullies and
empowers the meek.

fq
dw
Moon Void
12:00a
4:07a

13

s | r

The mental body seeks

sr healthy inspiration for
s nl clarity and comfort.
fbg
scf
sbl
Moon Void
12:00a
7:24a

20

aw
f c;

27

sq
szf
sbg
ac
Moon Void
11:59p

s | q

Yeah! New moon in Aries
recharges motivations.

14

21

s | r

s | u

Mood takes on a serious
vibe, as the desire to
ﬁnish necessary projects
sba
sp looms imminent.
s nl
sbh

28

FULL MOON

s | p

Mercury retro in Taurus;
rediscover your courses
on prosperity and
abundance.

8

s | q

Mercury with the Sun can
bring burn out. Empty

sbj the mental trash can.
sc;
sza
szk
Moon Void
12:00a
9:53a

FIRST QUARTER

Feeling the impact of
the Scorpio full moon
s ng as desires for what you
s nj want increase.
s c;
sxf

Moon Void
10:56a
11:59a

NEW MOON

Conﬁdence increases

s | p

sbk
sbf

7

s nd as you ﬁnd help and
s nh support.
sx;
s ck
sca

s | u

Reﬂections from last
month give rise to
recommitting to your
su relationships.

Moon Void
11:51a
7:54p

Moon Void
12:00p
2:46a

15

si
sxk

s[
s ck
scf
snf
Moon Void
12:00p
2:10a

Weekend fun begins
early. Time to play!

2

sat

s | [

Weekend with
Sun in Aries and
Moon in Aquarius
is perfect for
quirky friends and
adventure

9

s | w

Sun with Uranus boost
the desire to break
free of fear and try
sw something new.

Moon Void
12:00a
9:37p

s ng
sna
Moon Void
5:49a
11:59a

sbh
sb;
azk

azd
s nl

16

s | t

s | t

Heart opens as gratitude
and appreciation ﬁll the
sbg spirit.

Moon Void
1:48p
7:23p

sy
sbk
sba

sbf
s cd
sbi

st
dbh

Moon Void
2:13a
8:17p

Moon Void
12:30p
11:59p

22

Venus with Uranus
shakes up relationships
with underlying
problems.

29

23

s | i

FULL MOON

s | p

Venus moves into
Taurus; keep ony

d\ what you love in
sz; your surrounding
sck environment.
sbd

s | i

Financial compromise
between long term
sxa goals and immediate
fzk pleasures.

Moon Void
5:46p
11:59p

s n;
sxd

sbl
s nh

Moon Void
3:07a
11:59a

s[
fw
scf
s ng
sca

30

s | [

Moon Void
12:00p
10:56p

Time to shake things
up a bit and reassess if
what is in your life is still
a reﬂection of who you
are today.

LAST QUARTER

s nj
s nd
s cd

Forecast by Donna Page, MS
www.lovinglightastrologer.com
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AQ To Your Health

•
Detox: Healthy, Or Trendy?

Are detox programs really good for you or is it just a current trend?
If a detox cleanse program is well designed and done safely it can be a tremendous benefit to your body. Every person is unique and this is why it is
important first to find out what is inside your body that needs to be cleansed
and then to get on a program that addresses those issues.
One of the major things a good cleanse does is get rid of stored
toxins by helping the liver, kidneys and colon to release waste. Colon cleansing is especially important because over the years impacted colon waste can
become hard and thick on the colon walls preventing nutrients from being
properly absorbed into the cells.
Colon cleansings can be done with both enemas you can do at
home as well as colonics administered by a professional colon hydro therapist. Implanting wheatgrass into the colon after an enema or colonic can
help to do a deeper cleanse and put valuable nutrients back into the body.
During a good detox program excess weight can easily melt away,
but if you want to keep that weight off a long term healthy eating program
that replaces bad foods with good can give you lasting results and not just
a quick and temporary weight loss.
Detoxing the body boosts your immune system and supports all of
your organs and glands to function at the optimum level. Your body will be
better able to absorb vitamins and minerals when it is cleansed. Including
the right herbs during your detox program can play a big roll in cleansing
your lymphatic system. The herbs you use should be customized to exactly
what your body needs, as detoxing is not a one size fits all.
The largest organ of elimination is your skin and detoxing can help improve
the skin, however, if you have a lot of toxins, many times your skin may get
worse before it gets better. If your skin develops itchy patches it could be
candida yeast coming out so remember it is important to put back probiotics during a cleanse to help balance the good bacteria in the colon.
It can be challenging to change a long-standing habit, and a detox
program is one way to put a wedge between your old ways and your new
ones. If you have addictions to sugar, caffeine, fried, or crunchy foods you
can use a detox program to help you kill those cravings. Often if you just
try to quit eating those you’ll have limited success, and go back to your old
ways. But if you cleanse the body and replace those foods with healthier
choices, you can retrain yourself and be more likely to stick to your new
habits.
A good detox program will pay some attention to your state of mind
during the cleanse. The use of meditation is often recommended as a way to
get back in touch with your body during this time of purging and cleansing
of toxins. Detox followers often say that they lose that sense of fogginess,
and are able to think more clearly during a detox than when not on it.
One of the reported benefits of detoxing is a feeling of being lighter.
There are several reasons why this would be the case, especially if you are
doing a colon cleanse as part of the program. When you stop eating foods
that weigh you down, and replace them with fresh organic fruits and vegetables, a lighter feeling is bound to occur.
The constant barrage of toxins that the body has to deal with is one
contributing factor to the aging process. By reducing the amount of free
radical damage done to the body, you’re going to see not only short-term
benefits, but also long-term benefits and increased longevity.
When you detox, you feel good, and when you feel good, good things happen. Detoxing is often used strategically to lose weight or to start a new diet
plan, but really there’s no better reason than just to feel better.
When you set the stage for wellbeing, you are going to improve all
areas of your life, and you should see better relationships, better productivity at work, and a newfound or renewed zest for life.

View our menus online at
www.rthomasdeluxegrill.net

Open 24 Hours

404-881-0246
1812 Peachtree St.,
Atlanta, GA 30309

Our diverse menu is
Veggie and Carnivore
friendly.
R Thomas is available for
your Catering needs.

Brenda Cobb is author of The Living Foods Lifestyle® and founder of The Living Foods Institute, an Educational
Center and Therapy Spa in Atlanta offering Healthy Lifestyle Courses on Nutrition, Cleansing, Healing, Anti-Aging,
Detoxification, Relaxation and Cleansing Therapies. For more information, call 404-524-4488 or 1-800-844-9876
and visit www.livingfoodsinstitute.com
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THERAPY & TREATMENT SPA
LIVING FOODS INSTITUTE

The Best Therapy Spa
in Atlanta!

Let Us Help You Safely
Cleanse With Our
Super Detox

CLEANSE
BENEFITS
Increased Energy
Eliminate
Excess Waste
Lose Weight
Boost Immune
System
Improve Skin

Therapy Special

Clearer Thinking

20% OFF

Anti-Aging
Improved
Well-being

any Cleanse Therapy
during April 2016

Overall Healing

CLEANSE
THERAPIES

Banquet Feasts and Graduation Celebration
Organic, Vegan, Raw Foods Buffet
Testimonies to Inspire You

Colonics
Reflexology

3:30pm • $5.00-$10.00 Donation Suggested
May 1 • June 12 • July 31

Footbath Detox

Educational Seminar and Recipe Demo

Infrared Sauna

Organic, Vegan, Raw Food Tasting

1700 Commerce Drive NW
Suite 100
Atlanta, GA 30318
404.524.4488

7:00pm • $5.00-$10.00 Donation Suggested
May 2 • June 13 • August1
All donations go to our Scholarship Fund. Reservations for both events requested.
Call and leave your name, phone and the number of people in your party.

Chi Machine
Energy Clearing
Massage

WWW. LIVINGFOODSINSTITUTE .COM • 800.844.9876
www.AQ-atl.com
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. Community Spotlight/Sacred Mother Healing Center

In 2013, Dr. Georgia Herrera returned from a long trip
across South America and quietly began to prepare to
follow a calling she felt stirring in her heart. She would
create a new business unlike any she had ever known.

from those who are excited to grow spiritually to those
who are experiencing physical pain. She helps those
who are hungry for change to find the right path and the
right tools.

Previously, Dr. Georgia lived in Decatur, GA where she ran
a successful chiropractic practice. She enjoyed helping
others deal with pain and life-blocking issues, but she
felt repressed by the narrow confines of the standard
chiropractic boundaries she felt expected to follow.

Dr. Georgia’s vision is a big one. She speaks about the
100th Monkey Effect - that is, when a critical number
of those who have learned a behavior or experienced
wholeness has been reached, that behavior or wholeness
suddenly spreads to others in unexplainable ways. “A
spiritual revolution occurs, and it spreads…and global
transformation and healing is possible.” Dr. Georgia
believes and lives the vision that Sacred Mother Healing
Center is a part of that “100th Monkey” effect.

Dr. Georgia’s story is one of healing. Through meditation,
transcendent focus and spiritual care, she brought
wholeness to her life and healed herself of past physical
and emotional trauma.
Her journey led her around the world, where she
encountered many spiritual teachers and practices and
grew in her ability to help others through the study of
chiropractic medicine and meditation.

“People come here, they experience the amazing power
of the Divine and science converging, bringing them
relief, healing, empowerment…and their minds are
blown. They leave different from when they arrived,”
she says.

Dr. Georgia moved to Roswell, GA with nothing more
than a knowing in her spiritual center that she was meant
to be there. She had no idea how she would make it
happen. All she knew for sure was her overwhelming
drive to serve.

Dr. Georgia received her Doctorate in Chiropractic
Care from Life University in California. Her specialty is
Reorganizational Healing (ROH) which is one of the most
researched and documented healing modalities. This
includes Network Spinal Analysis (NSA) and Somatic
Respiratory Integration (SRI).

On Roswell’s historic Canton Street, Dr. Georgia noticed
a cottage that had been converted into a commercial
space. She sensed this was the place she had envisioned.
In her soul, something big was stirring. She had felt
for quite some time that her vision was bigger than her
reach…and that she was now being called to make her
vision come to pass.
Everything began to come together synchronistically.
People and opportunities showed up (seemingly out of
nowhere) to create this place of healing.
The front porch, the labyrinth, the landscaping, décor,
and even to the online booking system fell into place.
Today, Sacred Mother Healing Center even has its own
app.
Dr. Georgia Herrera is an amazing and complicated
woman. She is trained as a Doctor of Chiropractic, yet
has spent years in intensive monastic study of Christian
mysticism, Shamanism, and intuitive energy healing. She
is a life coach, a healer, a businesswoman, and a visionary.
Dr. Georgia’s mission is “to create a place for people to
feel more motivated in life and to feel excited to love
themselves and others.”
Sacred Mother Healing Center provides the space
and the tools to experience “extreme success” - from
relationships to career to physical and spiritual health.
Dr. Georgia inspires people to be “excited about life”
and experiencing “conscious love.”
Dr. Georgia loves Roswell and feels that it’s the place she
is meant to be.
Sacred Mother Healing Center has become a community
center where people wander in to view the beautiful
handmade merchandise, soak in the healing energies,
and perhaps experience a healing encounter.
Dr. Georgia’s practice is unconventional in that her
practice seeks to address the deepest needs of her
clients -- reaching through the body’s physical mechanics
to heal emotional and psychic trauma within. She uses
chiropractic in harmony with spiritual cleansing practices,
sound therapy, meditation, folklore, and mysticism to
move people along the path of healing and wholeness.

“At Sacred Mother Healing Center we are using emerging
concepts for wellness, healing, and personal growth.
This gives people the tools to self-assess and draw on
their own strengths to create sustainable change in their
body, mind, and spirit,” Dr. Georgia Herrera says. “The
reality is, the planet has transitioned; there is a hunger
for integration between spirit and science, between
healing and sustainable wholeness. We are standing at
the center of that transition at Sacred Mother Healing
Center.”
Besides the chiropractic, Sacred Mother Healing Center
offers a variety of amazing services and programs that
are designed to empower people in their own journey of
wholeness. Sacred Sound Concerts by Michael Burke ,
free meditations, life coaching and massage therapy are
just part of what is offered. Dr. Georgia plans to add a
tea shop to create a relaxed and welcoming environment
for Roswell “tourists” that walk Canton Street visiting
the interesting shops and boutiques.
Outside, on the lawn, a labyrinth is devoted to meditation
and contemplation. It is a magical place of serenity in a
very busy location.
Hundreds of people are being touched and healed by
Dr. Georgia’s unconventional and trail-blazing healing
center. Sacred Mother Healing Center is growing in
reputation and reach, largely through word of mouth
and quality of service.
Dr. Georgia’s commitment to a life of devotion, love and
service attracts many lightworkers who seek healing,
empowerment and coaching.
Visit Sacred Mother Healing Center soon, and experience
for yourself the amazing sense of peace, love and
empowerment that permeates the place.
Sacred Mother Healing Center is located at 1025 Canton
Street, in Historic Roswell. You can text at 678-707-1193,
and visit the website at www.SacredMotherHealing.com.

“I help people to become self-motivated and empowered
to take care of themselves,” she says. Her clients range
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. Month-Ahead Tarot Spread

AQ
. Artscapes/Theater

Two Powerful World Premiers in
Atlanta Theater...

April
2016
Reading

Legacy
of the
Divine Tarot

2 OF COINS: You may find yourself faced with some decisions during the month that could
have an impact later on. It will be important to trust your intuition as well as what your logical
mind is telling you. Although the choices will not necessarily be “life or death”, you will still
want to consider the various alternatives carefully before deciding on a course of action. Try
taking a playful approach to the whole situation, and then just go with what your heart and your
mind are telling you. Heart-centered decisions are the best way to make choices that are for
your highest good.

SYNCHRONICITY THEATER premiers “Beyond Reasonable
Doubt”, April 8 through May 1! This wrenching look at racial injustice
and the penal system could not be more timely and a discussion
will follow every show. For tickets go to synchrotheatre.com or call
the box office at 404-484-8636. Check out Synchronicity’s beautiful
new venue at 1545 Peachtree Street N.W. at One Peachtree Pointe.
Actor’s Express Theatre Company is located at The King Plough
Arts Center, 887 West Marietta St, NW.

7 OF WANDS: During the month it may be important for you to take a risk and get out of your
comfort zone. It is ok for you to hesitate about this, thinking carefully before proceeding. But
as with the 2 of Coins, it would be wise to meld your heart and mind for the best results. It may
take courageous action on your part, but remember that to do absolutely nothing is a decision
in and of itself. Push yourself a little as you decide what to do, and after careful consideration,
go with what seems to be the best approach. Have faith that your strength will support you.

Black Lives Matter takes
center stage this month
in Atlanta as ACTOR’S
EXPRESS continues its 20152016 season with the world
premiere of “Serial Black
Face” directed by Artistic
Director
Freddie
Ashely
and Assistant Directed by
Clifton Guterman, National
New Play Network Producer
in Residence. The play runs
from April 2 through 24,
2016. “Serial Black Face” was
named the winner of the 2014
Yale Drama Series and its
incredibly productive young
playwright Janine Nabers is
described as “an extraordinary
writer – powerful and funny
and brave.”

THE HERMIT: Inner soul-searching is the order of the day as you go within to find out where
you are on your path and where you want to go. Are you happy with what is going on in your
life now? Do you realize that change is necessary but don’t know where to turn? Have you tried
meditating but are getting no answers? Whatever your situation, find a way to spend even
just a little time alone to sort out your thoughts by leaving behind the noise and distractions
of daily life. You can ask others for advice about what you should do, but in the final analysis
you are the one who has to figure out what is best for you. Ask your higher self to step in and
give you guidance. Ask for help, keeping in mind that the difference between praying and
meditation is that when we pray, we are talking to source, the universe, and/or our guides, and
when we meditate we are listening.
8 OF CUPS: The many changes occurring in the world will continue, perhaps at an even faster
pace. Coinciding with this situation are the personal transitions occurring in our personal lives.
It is not just change we are talking about, but true transformation. This is why the decisions
you make this month may be far-reaching for your future—do you want to just stand still and
perhaps feel miserable, or do you want to take a chance and do something that can change
your whole outlook as well as your life itself? Release what has been holding you back, and
strike out on a new path. t is up to you what you do with this energy of transformation that will
be affecting us this month.
TRENDS FOR THE MONTH: April can be an exciting (and maybe even scary) month. It will
be a time of not standing still any longer, but perhaps even forcing ourselves to make some
decisions that can result in profound results. Dissatisfaction with our lives is good, because it
requires us to look critically at our current situation and choose to do something about it. We
truly do have all the answers within us, if we will only trust and believe that this is so. Some
actions to consider this month are meditating, taking some alone time, choosing carefully when
a decision is required, taking a risk, getting out of a self-imposed comfort zone, accepting that
change is a constant, and allowing decisions made to be heart-centered.

PLUS...read a powerful and
amazing interview with Lisa
and Jeff Adler, directors
of Atlanta’s HORIZON
THEATER as it begins its 32
SEASON!!! It’s online at
www.aq-atl.com!

Kathleen Robinson is an intuitive spiritual counselor with a
B.A. and an M.S. in psychology, an M.Ed. in counseling, and a
certification in spiritual counseling.
She specializes in Therapeutic Tarot and, by combining her
counseling and intuitive abilities, she brings counseling to a
new level. You can see her daily tarot readings on her Facebook
business page, KCR Counseling.
For more info: website--www.kcrcounseling.com, email-kcrcounseling@gmail.com, phone--770-436-9564. Available for
phone and in-person readings.
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Awakening
The
Goddess

United Intentions Foundation
unitedintentions.org

Intentional Practice In Your Religion
by Alecia

Hyatt

Globally, changes are made each year in several areas of society as we
become more knowledgeable and generate new ideas for creating a better world. Still, millions across the world recognize an aspect of life that has
existed for centuries. The definition varies from person to person as do the
customs and traditions; however, religion is indisputably a common need to
many, as natural and vital to them as breathing. Religion is not only sacred
to many, but it has historical roots, passed on for decades and through
generations. Its teachings intertwine and create realities that directly shape
culture and society. The foundations and teachings of love, faith in a higher
power and the lifelong dedication to constantly improve individually and
collectively are key elements in those practiced throughout the world.
Regardless of the individual perception of religion and spirituality, there are
always efforts that can be made to increase focus and efforts, making sure
to place intentions on love, growth, and sincere connections to our higher
power and others.

The Divine Feminine
And Religion
What is Religion today? If you take a
good, long and hard look at what we see
as religion you will find mainly separation
and hate. Which one is right and which one
are we force-feeding down the throats of
the majority. Now don’t get me wrong I
feel everyone is entitled to their own belief
system as a way of life or as a navigation
tool. We as humans need something to
look forward to, a guidance system, a right
way of living for our minds and hearts. We
all have an innate given gift to connect to
the divine and the mysteries that surround
us. But, who’s to say which one is right and
which one is wrong.

In creating the best person that will reflect back in the mirror, I have taken
the opportunity to truly direct my efforts at looking above for guidance,
growth, and unconditional love. This means that I constantly strive to seek
truth in my life, by praying, fellowship, reading the word and admitting my
flaws in hopes of growing into the person that I was created to be. There
is never a time that I feel I will reach perfection in my faith, nor is there a
time that I feel I will be better than the next person whose journey may be
different than mine. I simply take each day as a lesson, an opportunity for
growth, and a blessing. Whether young or old, rich or poor, white or black,
there are numerous reasons to be thankful, even in the midst of struggles.

Things have changed over time. Look at
the patriarchal, war-driven world we live
in; fighting over power, covering women
from head to toe, girls lacking education,
feminine hygiene, women still being
subservient to their partners and taking lives
of people to make a point. What kind of
religion is this? We are at war over whose
religion is right! So who is it that is correct?
Each of us is, each one of us is growing daily
in our spiritual evolution. Not everyone
is going to agree with the thoughts and
beliefs we carry and as Don Miguel Ruiz
says in The Four Agreements, “don’t take
anything personally.” I say especially, when
it comes to your belief system because it is
your own.

Though my practice may differ from others’ practice of religion, there are
important overall themes that can be agreed upon regardless of your
stance or individual practice. The intentions to love, be loved, and be the
best person that we can be, are definitely common goals shared by many.
In order to be open for growth, it is necessary that we can admit to these
needs. The minute that we attempt to overlook that they exists will be a
time that leads to internal and external disharmony.
Setting intentions for development in your religion will assist in the overall
journey. In using intentions in your religious practice, it can be beneficial to
list the specific areas that you would like growth in. For example, improving in acceptance of others who are different, regular and sincere prayer,
and discernment of truth can be foundational intentions that will help to
direct efforts. Once you see a difference in specific areas, you can begin
setting other intentions and goals. In order to be the best person that you
can be spiritually, it may also be necessary to address physical, mental or
emotional challenges that stand in the way. Remember that mind, body,
and spirit work together to optimize health.

By Crystal
Starshine

and our ancestors. One Sunday I got a clear
message that I was supposed to be a
Priestess; well, not in a southern Baptist
Church! I was never going to be afforded
the right to speak as a messenger! I left
and never looked back and I have taken
on that channeled message as a Priestess
and accepted that I am a messenger of the
Divine.
Since that moment I have leaned on my
own intuition, my internal guidance system
to systematically categorize what I believe is
true and what others believe is true. I don’t
think any of us have the exact answer and I
find others’ views fascinating and could sit
and talk about it for hours. Now, at one point
in time I did have a problem with feeling like
people were still trying to force their beliefs
on me and I learned to be open to everyone.
I feel our waking consciousness is helping
us to find our truth. Each person is unique
to their own divinity, which is beautiful and
sacred and needs recognition.
I have a dream that there will be a time
where there is no separation of Religion or
even the word Religion, as I find it has been
very dogmatic. We will all be ONE in LOVE
and PEACE and no one person will hold
the definition of what is the correct way to
honor, celebrate and be a devotee to your
divinity because it will be just that...yours.

I myself have dabbled in many religions
seeking the truth - Catholicism, Jehovah
Witness, Baptist and pagan. The most
profound experience I had with organized
religion was when I was attending a
Baptist Church as a pagan. The pastor was Blessed Be.
preaching opening the doors to be saved
and all of a sudden I was in the center isle
and out of my pew. I don’t recall getting to
the front of the church by the pulpit but I
do remember seeing my body with many
preachers and men surrounding me. Yes,
my spirit was no longer in my body and I
was watching from above (some would
call this astral travel). However, I was not
alone; I was sitting on a bench with a man
in robes who called himself Jesus. He told
me that I did not need to be in church to be
connected to the divine and that I should
go back to doing what I had been doing by
using my yard, car, or wherever I happened
to be as my church and that what I was
seeing was not what he had intended when
he was alive. In the Sundays after that day I
had a new appreciation for our Ascended
Masters, our teachers who came before us ,

When you feel that you have improved in one area, continue to develop
and deepen the areas that you would like to work on. Spiritual growth
requires constant change and forward movement and it is ok to not be ok,
but try not to get stuck or adopt a defeated outlook. Remember, lessons
are learned even in the most difficult of times, and you will continue to
grow as long as you set your eyes on your higher power while continuing
to walk in your journey. In changing inwardly, you will certainly begin to see
changes in all aspects of your life. Be intentional and consistent with your
practice and with your efforts and guidance from above, you will in turn
create the reality that you desire.
Alecia is a UIF intern contributor and
currently a graduate student pursuing
a Master’s degree in Organizational
Psychology. She plans to use her degree as
a consultant to design methods to help nonprofit organizations meet objectives and
goals.

Crystal Starshine is an Oracle, Priestess, Women’s Inspirational Empowerment Coach, &
more. She is founder of the Youniquely Woman Red Tent™ and the Sisterhood of the Trees
in the North Georgia Mountains. Find out more about her at www.youniquelywoman.com.
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the alchemy of sustainable success

Stop Sabotaging and Start Succeeding

the
alchemy of
sustainable success

stop sabotaging
and start succeeding
Alchemical Hypnotherapy
is simple, fast and lasting.
You can succeed in life
and business and sustain it.
You’ll immediately start creating a

becky arrington
alchemical hypnotherapist
life altering coach
Contact her today to start
improving your life!

770.778.2051

becky@arringtonassoc.com
www.arringtonassoc.com

760 old roswell road, #231 roswell, georgia 30076

CLASSES I MEDITATION I COUNSELING I JOURNEY

AQ conscious business
•

THE EMOTIONALLY EMPATHIC
EMPLOYEE
• Have you been labeled by coworkers as “too emotional
” or overly sensitive?
•If a coworker is distraught, does it affect your mood at
work?
•Do the overhead fluorescent lights in your office affect
your focus?
•Are your feelings easily hurt when a supervisor or peer
delivers negative feedback?
•Are you emotionally drained when you have to work
closely with others, and do you require time alone to
revive?
•Do your nerves get frayed by office noise, machine noise,
smells, or excessive talking?
•Do you prefer working quietly and off by yourself?
•Do you overeat or need a cocktail to deal with workrelated stress?
If these symptoms resonate, you may be one of the millions
of sensitive people who are considered empaths. Empathy
is defined as “the action of understanding, being aware
of, being sensitive to, and vicariously experiencing the
feelings, thoughts, and experiences of another.” Many
people can be empathic in terms of awareness, but a true
empath goes beyond awareness and actually takes the
energy on. It can be a great quality to have by being able
to understand others, but in the stressful open concepts of
many offices, it can easily become overwhelming.
Judith Orloff MD, and Assistant Clinical Professor of
Psychiatry at UCLA and author of “Emotional Freedom:
Liberate Yourself from Negative Emotions and Transform
Your Life” stresses that “in the workplace, empathy has
both an upside and a downside. The above questions came
from her book. “People who are extremely empathic and
sensitive need to be aware of both, and be extra careful
to protect your emotional and physical health, because
empathetic people are, by definition, more vulnerable and
open than their peers.”

KABALAH: A PROCESS
OF AWAKENING
New Class Begins April 5, 2016
Meets Every Tuesday / 7-9 pm
$75/Month (includes course material)

TO REGISTER

Please call the Center
at (404) 320-1038 or go to
www.karinkabalahcenter.com

2531 BRIARCLIFF RD. I SUITE 217 I ATLANTA, GA 30329

One of the best ways to protect or shield yourself from
absorbing all this hubris, is to create energetic boundaries.
No you can’t section off your desk and transport it by the
ocean, but you can do the following exercise. If you have
your own space at work, or it can even be just your desk,
visualize yourself drawing an outline completely around
your space including the floor and the ceiling. This creates

What’s happening?
1 MONTH $145.00 6 MONTHS $125.00 / mo. 12 MONTHS $95.00 / mo.

VISIT WWW.AQ-ATL.COM FOR DETAILS

Look for our great print & web combo deals!

w/becky arrington

an imaginary sacred area. Next set your intention that the
space within that boundary will be calm, serene and safe
from the chaos of the workplace. Your intention helps set
the energy and you will be able to control the environment
you want.
Once you have the physical space energetically set, now it
is time to shield yourself with an imaginary armor. Visualize
bringing white light up through your feet, up your spine
and have it exit out the top of your head. Next imagine the
white light exploding above your head, sending a shower
of silver, gold and white light down around your body.
Have these tiny lights coalesce into a protective bubble
that surrounds you. This bubble will act as your energetic
protection, to keep you from absorbing all the emotions,
stress, noise and hub bub from the office. Those will simply
bounce off of you.
Getting your head space in a peaceful, protected place
is important as well. It takes practice, but meditation,
journaling, listening to serene music, all are effective ways
to keep yourself focused and not tuned in to all the stress
around you. Take breaks when possible and get out of the
work environment. Just like an electrical appliance needs
grounding to operate, our bodies need to connect to the
earth from time to time in order to function properly. You
might be surprised how refreshing a walk outdoors among
nature might be. When you are grounded, you feel deeply
connected to yourself and at peace with everything around
you. Post break you will be coming back refreshed and
ready to bring that serenity with you.
The fact is that everyone has empathic abilities – whether
they admit it or not – and that given the right environment
those abilities can become your most trusted ally. It
can help give you insight into others’ behaviors and
motivations. But learning techniques to shield and ground
yourself are essential for your toolbox and can enable you
to use these traits to your advantage for your company and
your career.

Becky Arrington is a Success Strategist and Clinical Hypnotherapist. Her
highly developed intuitive and visionary insight as a psychic channel
enables her to help people look deeper to see the blockages at work
within their business or personal lives. As a Clinical Hypnotherapist, the
alchemical techniques she uses, allows clients to clear massive amounts
of blocks either from childhood, prior experiences or past lives in a very
short period of time and the results are sustainable.
www.arringtonassoc.com

VortexHealing® Divine Energy Healing • Animal Communicator
Spirit Medium • Author: Rising Above Grief For People And Pets
Angelic Heart Meditation
To Open Your Spiritual Heart
Wednesday, April 20 7 pm – 8:30 pm
At Phoenix and Dragon Bookstore - $15
Healing Night at
With Love and Light Center
Thursday, April 21 7pm – 8:30 pm - Free
Tel: 404 255 4760 or cell 404 667 3926
www.healingpeopleandpets.com • philippa@healingpeopleandpets.com
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SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICE

Atlanta Center of Self-Realization Fellowship
- 4000 King Springs Rd., Smyrna. Meditation
Service 10 a.m. Reading Service 11 a.m.
Sundays. 24-hr. info. 770-434-7200.
Atlanta Unity - Sunday Services at 8:45a.m. &
11:00a.m. Wednesday Evening Prayer Service
7:00-7:30p.m., 3597 Parkway Lane, Norcross
30092, 770-441-0585, www.atlantaunity.org.

Center for Spiritual Living - Midtown Sunday
service at 11:00 am at the Academy of
Medicine, 875 West Peachtree St, Atlanta, GA
30309 www.cslmidtown.com.

City Of Light/Unity - Sunday Services at 11a.m.
Feed the Hungry and Homeless, Wed - 5p.m.,
Food Bank, Friday, 11-1p.m. , 1379 Tullie Rd.,
Atlanta, GA 30329, www.cityoflightatlanta.com
Drepung Loseling Monastery - established
under the Dalai Lama, an affiliate of Emory
University. At 1781 Dresden Dr. Atlanta, GA
30319 Free: Sundays: Guided Meditation 11
a.m. Call: 404-982-0051 or email: center@
drepung.org.
Hillside International Truth Center 2450 Cascade Rd. SW, Atlanta, GA 30311
9:30am - Bishop Dr. Barbara L. King, Rev.
Dolores Voorhees, Rev. Dr. Rocco A. Errico
plus Christ Conscious Kids Club. www.
HillsideInternational.org

Inner Quest Church - Sunday service: 10:30
am. -11:30 am. Metaphysical Class 9:30 am.
-10:15 am. Come Celebrate God’s love! 770521-2875. 12830 New Providence Road,
Alpharetta, GA., 30004. www.innerquestchurch.org.

One World Spiritual Center - Celebrating One
World, One Heart. Sunday Service at 11:00 am.
3535 Shallowford Rd. NE. Marietta, GA 30062.
678-214-6938, www.oneworldspiritualcenter.net.
Saint Thomas Christian Church - Sunday
services & attend our Celebration of Life, Spirit
& The Eucharist. 11 a.m. at the Karin Kabalah
Center, 2531 Briarcliff Rd., Suite #217, Atlanta.
Call 404-320-1038.
Spiritual Living Center of Atlanta - New
Beginnings Through New Thought - Services
9:30am. &11:30am. 1730 Northeast Expy
NEAtlanta, GA 30329. (404) 417-0008.
See slc-atlanta.org for more information.

•

$15/ MO VISIT WWW.AQ-ATL.COM FOR DETAILS

SUNDAY EVENINGS

WELCOME TO A NEW THOUGHT
GATHERING for deeper, more personal
knowledge of how to understand Universal
Law as it relates to a richer, more satisfying
life. Interfaith Truth Center, 2674 Austell Rd.,
Marietta, 30008.

ASTROLOGY

Astrological services by AstroHelp to ﬁnd
out the reasons and solutions of your
problems through Hindu and Western
Astrology. Natal, Relationship and
Electional astrology.www.AstroHelp.net
Email: alex@astrohelp.net

TUESDAY

INNER QUEST - 7:30pm Share in a loving,
supportive environment. Each evening begins
with a healing circle. Love Offering. 770-5212875 12830 New Providence Rd, Alpharetta,
GA 30004
INNER QUEST /GAINESVILLE - 7:30pm Take
a step closer to your Divinity. Each evening
begins with a healing circle. Love Offering.
770-534-0993 Meeting Place: 4231 Red Fox
Trail, Oakwood, GA 30566
MEDICINE BUDDHA PRACTICE 6:30pm 7:15 p.m. Public talks on Tibetan Buddhist
Studies & Practice: 7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. given
by monks and guest speakers. Call: 404-9820051 or email: center@drepung.org. Visit:
www.drepung.org.

WEDNESDAY

METAPHYSICAL STUDY GROUP - Healing
modalities, Book studies, Advisors, Full Moon
drumming circle. Call for this month’s topic.
Marietta (Austell & Callaway).
www.interfaithtruth.com. 404-955-6641.
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As seen on The Dr. Oz Show Reconnective Healing. Melissa Mintz,
Energy Medicine Healer. In Person or
Distance Healings. I also facilitate Animal
Healings. Credit cards accepted.
770-517-2516 or www.melissamintz.com

ENERGY PRACTITIONER

Energy Psychology Practitioner, 14
yrs. experience, specializing in First
Responders, Athletes (including the
YIPS), Veterans, trauma and more using
Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFTCPII), Advanced Theta Healing, Matrix
Reimprinting. Skype sessions allow for
national and international clients. www.
tonicolleylee.com, 404-375-0245.

Abundant Wellness... Briana Bromﬁeld,
your Licensed massage therapist assisting
you to achieve the well-rounded healthy
life you deserve! I specialize in: Deep
Tissue,NMT, Sports, Massage Medi
Cupping, Ayurvedic treatments, Swedish,
aromatherapy, hot stone and Many other
choices to ﬁt your health needs!

SPIRITUAL CENTER

Myst of the Wildwood, established
& ethical Coven of Wicca accepting
Adult seekers for training. Our roots are
Traditional, Celtic & light Native American.
Classes - Call: 404-723-7549 or e-mail
mystwild@bellsouth.net

INTERFAITH TRUTH

Sunday: meditation 10:30 am Gathering
11:00 am - Weekly discussions, classes
for body, mind, and spirit. Metaphysical
gift shop, books, candles, and gemstones.

2ND FRIDAY

SPIRIT COMMUNICATION - 7:30 p.m. at
Harmony Place Spiritual Center in Roswell.
www.meetup.com/PsychicAdventures
Email:mstulip@mindspring.com.

2ND SATURDAY

INNER QUEST HEALING NIGHT - 2nd
Saturday each month 6:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.
Experience God’s love through Reiki and
Energy Balancing. (Love Offering) 770-5212875, 12830 New Providence Rd., Alpharetta,
GA. 30004. www.innerquestchurch.org.

3RD SATURDAY

MARKETPLACE 120 has Spirit Fair every
3rd Saturday of the Month. Come out for
Psychic Readings and more. Our next Fair is
March 19. Come by and visit the Mystic Cafe
Spiritual Learning Center. Marketplace 120,
562 Wylie Road Marietta.

Thurs, April 14 | 7 – 8:30 pm

Freedom From Emotional suffering
with Darshana Patel

Free from The Love and Light Institute
Thurs, April 21 | 7 – 8:30 pm

Free healing Night
with Various Healers

Weekly RecuRRing events
moNdAys | 6:30 – 8 pm

An oasis in the city
offering a healthy mix of
scientific, psychological
and spiritual programs.

Chakra Flow yoga

with Sonali Sadequee, RYT ($15)
moNdAys & WEdNEsdAys | 12 – 1:15 pm

Energy yoga

with Charlotte Ottley ($15)
TuEsdAys | 7 pm

meditation on Twin hearts

with Ursula Lentine ($5 and up)

Complete information on space rental, pricing
and calendar of events at withloveandlight.com
or email thecenterforloveandlight@gmail.com
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ENERGY HEALER

MASSAGE THERAPY

SOUL HEALING MIRACLES CLASSES Looking for clarity for your life path? - every
Wednesday 7 pm-8:30 pm -Trinity Center for
Spiritual Living - 1095 Zonolite Rd Atlanta
30306 www.soulpoweratlanta.com
678-630-8661

Unity North Atlanta Church - Transforming
the world through love. SundayServices
at 9:15 a.m. and 11:15p.m. Wed.
meditation service 7:30 p.m. 4255
Sandy Plains Rd. Marietta, GA 30066
www.unitynorth.org 678-819-9100

Unity of Kennesaw Church - Putting love
into action. 11:00 am services are at Shanty
Elementary, 1575 Ben King Rd., Kennesaw,
30144. www.unityofkennesaw.org.

Reuter Clinic of Chiropractic - Assisting you
to a healthier state of being. Dunwoody
770-455-4547. www.reuterchiropractic.
com

2nd Saturday of each month 11:00 - 6:00
All readings are $1.25 per minute....20
minute minimum, no limit for length of
reading. Some of the area’s most popular
and experienced readers! 770-516-6969
www.ForeverAndADay.biz/calendar.html

WEDNESDAY

Trinity Center for Spiritual Living - Create
Your Best Life & Thrive. Sunday Services
at 11:00 am. Weekly Consciuosness
Empowerment Classes, 1095 Zonolite Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30306. (404) 296-6064 www.
trinitycrs.org.

Unity Spiritual Center - Sunday Services
11:00 a.m. Classes Wed. 7:00 p.m. 3415
Stancil Rd., Gainsville, GA. 770-534-0949.
Take 129 to right on Lakeland, then right on
Charles Bridge Rd. and right at the Center
on Stancil Rd.

CHIROPRACTOR

FOREVER AND A DAY
PSYCHIC FAIR

WEdNEsdAys | 7 – 9 pm

Community Kirtan

www.AQ-atl.com

•

New larger event space
now available for rent!

AQmmunity business directory

SINGLE COLUMN $85.00 / DOUBLE $145.00

VISIT WWW.AQ-ATL.COM FOR DETAILS Look

•

for our great print & web combo deals!

ACUPRESSURE / ACUPUNCTURE

Ahimki...Your One-Stop Center for Energy Balancing Services
Energy balancing services can help you with:
Energy balancing modalities include:

ASTROLOGY
• Discover the key to your future.
• Learn secret creative power times.
• Understand intimate relationships.
• Joyfully walk your spiritual path.
• Embrace your soul’s journey.

Donna Page MS
Free Astrology Chart Service
Learn Astrology - only $19.95 month
www.lovinglightastrologer.com
Consultations starting at $25.

BOOKSTORES

Forever and a day

PSYCHIC FAIR THE 2ND SAT OF EACH MONTH

• New and used books • Large selection of crystals and tumbled stones
• Jewelry • Candles • Aromatherapy oils • Teas • Incense • Clothing
• Greeting cards • Positive Thinking/Affirmation/Conscious Living Products
• Gaia’s World Ceremonial Herbs
• Abundant selection of spiritual tools - divination, statuary, sweetgrass and sage
• Life coaching • Classes • Intuitive readings - psychic, astrology, tarot, crystal,
palmistry • Bodywork and massage - Asian, acupressure, energy work/Reiki,

New Age Emporium

North GeorGia’s Premier metaPhysical shoP

ALL NEW BOOKS 20% OFF
COVER PRICE, EVERY DAY!
Closed
10 - 6:30
10 - 8:00
10 - 6.30
12 - 6:00

therapeutic

770.516.6969

7830 Hwy. 92 . Woodstock, Ga 30189
ESOUR
YR

IONAR
VIS
2002
Retailer of
the Ye
Y ar

ION OF
LIT

Monday
Tu-Thur
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

www.ForeverAndADay.biz

PHOENIX & DRAGON BOOKSTORE
B o o k s

a n d

G i f t s

C e l e b r a t i n g

t h e

H u m a n

S p i r i t

• Listen to over 800 CDs in our listening stations
• Delight in clothing, jewelry & accessories fit for a goddess
• Explore our diverse selection of books & tools for conscious living
• Choose from our exotic array of natural oils, candles & incense
5531 Roswell Rd. • 1/2 mile inside I-285 • 404-255-5207 • www.phoenixanddragon.com

www.AQ-atl.com

•

Open Daily
Mon - Sat 10 to 8
Sunday 12 to 6
Professional Psychics
A ailable Daily
Av

April 2016
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SINGLE COLUMN $85.00 / DOUBLE $145.00

VISIT WWW.AQ-ATL.COM FOR DETAILS Look for our great print & web combo deals!

CHIROPRACTIC CARE

Dr.
r Larry
r.
r
ry
R ut
Re
u er,
r
r,
D.C.

Our Chiropractic Clinic is dedicated to the
restoring, maintaining, and building of good
health through natural, safe
f , scientifi
fe
f c chiropractic
fi
methods. Our clinic off
ffe
ff
fers massage, nutritional
counseling and other support programs. We
W accept
all cases regardless of ability
t to pay
ty
a .
ay
For a revolutionary
r experience, take a ride on
ry
the VibraSound, the dy
d namic union of the Neuro
Sciences and Innovative technology,
y involving
y,

music, sound, light vibration and much more.
Experience how the VibraSound can create a
s nchronized state of sensory
sy
r resonance which
ry
may
a yield relaxation, enhanced creativity,
ay
increased energy,
y personal rehabilitation and
y,
transfo
f rmational experiences.
fo
W look fo
We
f rward to working with you.

www.
w reuterchiropractic.com
w.

CENTERS / CHURCHES

CHURCHES

4255 Sandy Plains Rd.
Marietta, GA 30066
678-819-9100
www.unitynorth.org
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Sunday Services
Services
9:00am & 11:15am Sanctuary
Wednesday Meditation Service
7:30pm Peace Chapel
www.AQ-atl.com

•

REU
RE
EUTER CLINIC OF
CHIRO
R PRA
RO
R CTIC
RA
4675 N. Shallowford Road, Suite 100
Dunw
n oody
nw
dy,
dy
y, GA
G 30038

770-455-4547

SINGLE COLUMN $85.00 / DOUBLE $145.00

VISIT WWW.AQ-ATL.COM FOR DETAILS Look for our great print & web combo deals!

CHURCHES

Sundays:
11 AM Celebration Service with great music
and Children and Teen programs

Achieve Your Highest and Best

Unity @ city of light

Spiritual Growth Classes:
10 AM Sundays and 6:30 Wednesdays
Feed the Hungry and or Homeless Weds 5 PM
Food Bank Fri 11-1 PM

Welcoming all to a place of
compassion, inclusion and empowerment

www.cityoflightatlanta.com

Rev. Dr. T. Paul Graetz

HEALING

BE SEEN HERE NEXT MONTH!
Laura Halls,
CHT , CSC
Private Consultations offered in:

1379 Tullie Rd NE Atlanta, GA 30329

$85.00

Single Banner
per month

Call: (770) 565-6105
Email: laurahalls@yahoo.com

Hypnotherapy • Past Life Regression • Angel Readings • Life Between Lives Regression
DNA Healing • Spiritual Counseling • Energy/Crystal Healing
Laura has been trained by Michael Newton, Doreen Virtue, Margaret Ruby & Dick Sutphen.

www.AQ-atl.com

•

Laura Halls is certified by the American Board of Hypnotherapy
and is also registered with The Newton Institute, the National Assn. of
Transpersonal Hypnotherapists, the International Hypnosis Federation,
and PossibilitiesDNA.
Call for an appointment today to experience your life in a new way!

April 2016
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SINGLE COLUMN $85.00 / DOUBLE $145.00

VISIT WWW.AQ-ATL.COM FOR DETAILS Look for our great print & web combo deals!

HYPNOTHERAPY

For: Peace, Clarity, Guidance, Life Purpose, Health, Joy, Boundaries, Creativity, Power, Intimacy, Intuition, Past Lives
Release: Fears, Pain, Trauma, Co-dependency, Addictions, Sabotage, Sexual Issues, Loneliness, Abuse, Rage, Insomnia
DEBBIE UNTERMAN, Alchemical Hypnotherapist & Trainer; Author: Talking to My Selves;
Game
of Clarity and Satori; 25 years in practice
“The Amazing resolution-oriented work Debbie provides is the missing piece to the body/mind puzzle.

404-297-5705

I send many of my massage clients to her and she performs miracles.” -Shari Aizenman, LMT

PSYCHICS

KAREN MOORE THOMSON,
PH.D., RYT 200

Metaphysical Reader, Healer, Teacher, Minister

www.MetaphysicalHealer.net

404.274.0083

Essence From The Ancients

www.facebook.com/The Center for Healing and Spiritual Awareness

Intuitive Reader • Medical Intuitive • Tarot • Medium • Reiki Master • Energy Medicine Practitioner
• Intuitive Aura Body Scans
• Soul readings
• Pure Energy Clearing
• Ancestor Readings
• Chakra Reading & Alignment
• Sacred Bowl Ritual
* Now offering individual Aura Protection sessions

Damaris is available for phone and in person sessions
Tue. thru Thurs. every 3rd Saturday and every Sunday at
Phoenix And Dragon Bookstore/404-255-5207
Protection and
Purification Products

www.damarisstarr.com | www.thestarrbar.blogspot.com | damaris9@gmail.com | Check PhoenixandDragon.com for Damaris’ Classes

BE SEEN HERE NEXT MONTH!
BE SEEN

NEXT MONTH!

$85.00
$145.00

Single Banner
per month

Double Banner
per month

WWW.AQ-ATL.COM
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www.AQ-atl.com
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SINGLE COLUMN $85.00 / DOUBLE $145.00

VISIT WWW.AQ-ATL.COM FOR DETAILS Look for our great print & web combo deals!

PSYCHICS

AQmmunity business cards directory
•

YOUR CARD HERE. $50.00 PER MONTH CALL 770-641-9055
GO TO AQ-ATL.COM FOR DETAILS

20 years experience

Rebirthing
&

Debi Miller

Facilitator & Trainer

Breathwork 404.299.1575
debim11@aol.com

EFT Center

Emotional Freedom Techniques

Specializing in Readings
Private & Phone

Walt Rodenberger
770-630-6898
Walt@eftcenter.com

Available for Parties
Meet your Guides and Angels

Meeting Fridays 7:30 PM

404-697-1854

s.kelly828@yahoo.com

155 Powers Ferry Road, Marietta, GA 30067

Awakening Spirits, Inc.
Orielia Valley

Intuitive Spiritual Counselor
Reiki Master

Call today for an
appointment with

Shirley Kelly

www.EFTCenter.com

770-209-0008

www.awakening-spirits.com

[ Intuitive Readings
[ Energy Healings
[ Reiki Treatments
[ Reflexology
[ Detoxification Programs
[ Natural Body Care Products

The Global Mall 5675 Jimmy Carter Blvd., Suite 732 Norcross, GA 30071

Integrated Energetic Healing
Healing for Body, Mind & Spirit

Lisa M. Larsen-Moss
Kabbalistic Healing Techniques
Reiki Master
Brennan Healing Science
ThetaHealing Practitioner
404-213-0582
lmlarsen-moss@att.net

www.AQ-atl.com

•

Spiritual Healer
Minister

April 2016
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